
 
 
 

 
 

Literature Review Purpose & Structure 
Purpose 
The literature review is one of the most common wri9ng tasks of graduate-level work for a reason. They:  
 

• Are a cri9cal analysis of the most relevant and significant works connected to a topic; 
• Bring readers up to date on the current state of research on a topic; 
• Contextualize a study by establishing what is already known about the research problem; 
• Iden9fy appropriate research strategies, data collec9on instruments, and procedures; 
• Answer how a study fits in the larger scheme of research on a topic; and, 
• Establish credibility by demonstra9ng the thoroughness of the researcher’s understanding of the 

topic as well as the relevance of the research. 
 
A helpful way to see the role of the literature review is through the CARS model (see handout—CARS 
(Crea*ng A Research Space) Model Workshop). New research jus9fies itself, creates its authority, and 
adds to a field by (R) establishing the significance of the broader topic and discussing what has been 
done on the topic, (S) iden9fying something that has not been done or could be done differently for a 
good reason, and then (U) doing something about this lack or need. The literature review plays the 
essen9al role of establishing what has been done (R), which is required in order to deriva9vely assert 
what is missing. The beWer these moves are made, the more credible the new research project is. Such 
credibility is improved, therefore, by the thoroughness and sophis9ca9on of the literature review.  
 
Structure 
The different types of literature reviews found across disciplines are narra9ve reviews, systema9c 
reviews, focused reviews, and the meta-analysis. The most common is the narra9ve review, and this 
handout focuses primarily on that form. Systema9c reviews u9lize a strict methodology for source 
selec9on and oXen use tables to represent research in regard to the selec9on criteria. Focused reviews 
purposefully only home in on one element of previous studies, like methodology. Meta-Analyses 
examine data and paWerns from large numbers of studies. Narra9ve reviews synthesize a select amount 
of previous research on a topic, typically to set up the need for, and significance of, new research. 
 
Literature reviews of more than a few pages typically include U parts: an introduc9on, set of thema9cally 
organized review sec9ons, and a conclusion. An introduc9on serves as a linking agent and opportunity 
for a map that gives the reader a guide for what they are about to read (via Metadiscourse—see handout 
on Literature Review: Mechanics). Thema9c organiza9on of the key parts of literature should be chosen 
and discussed in service of clarifying the research ques9on and project. These decisions express to your 
reader the role and value of that piece of literature for your purposes—they express your stance on the 
literature. Typically, the conclusion restates key elements of what was discussed with a focus on how 
those elements successfully synthesize relevant literature for the new research project. 
 



  

  

Ways of Structuring Themes 
Literature reviews should not be organized as list summaries or as only a chronological account of 
previous research (chronological structure can s9ll be used within themes). Beyond these pi[alls to 
avoid, decisions on the appropriateness of themes are contextual to the project (for help with 
organiza9on, see handout on Literature Review—Organiza*on & Selec*on Strategies). Once themes are 
established, ensure coherence by using a heading system and developing subthemes. In organizing 
around themes and subthemes, some9mes you will dedicate a few paragraphs to a single important 
source and some9mes you will cite numerous studies in support of a point in a single paragraph. 
Producing an outline with clear topic sentences will help to ensure coherence and clarity. Here is an 
example of Snd through ^th level APA-style heading use in a literature review: 

h"ps://owl.purdue.edu/owl/research_and_cita5on/apa_style/apa_forma9ng_and_style_guide/apa_sample_pape
r.html (Accessed March ?@, ?B?B) 
 
 
Another helpful 
tool is doing a 
number heading 
system: 
 
 
 


